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What the scientific and technological thought of Nanyin studies is Nanyin with 
scientific and technological thought, and reflects the scientific and technological 
thought in Nanyin. Particularly, the research is on  the music score, Chinese singing 
and playing and their musical instruments that were produced in our country in 
ancient times and have spread so far, and makes further into their scientific knowledge 
and scientific method, technological knowledge and skill according to making use of 
and basis; in addition, the research probes into the reason why and how such 
traditional music can development scientifically so far and the music is in the 
ascendant; Clarify under what kind of thought function Nanyin produces, inherits and 
develops. Therefore, this text has already studied the thought bases of these contents 
and way of thinking, study the thought marrow that the wonderful Nanyin contains 
too. Here, scientific and technological content and science and technology in the 
music are extremely important to the contribution of the music. The research is of 
great significance in carrying forward the traditional culture in the motherland, 
promoting the construction of spiritual civilization, improving people's artistic 
appreciation and scientific quality. 
This text is divided into eight chapters respectively. The basic frame is on four 
respects of Nanyin in the tuning system, the tones, the scores and the instruments. The 
scientific and technological thought of Nanyin is the main theme to run through the 
research all the time. It is exactly this thread that forms the intact and careful research 
system. The work and motion of the scientific and technological thought of Nanyin is 
important foundation and basic motive force so it makes the research expanded and 
deepened. 
This text mainly proves the following views from microcosmic point. First of all, 
the guanmen of Nanyin is different from pitch, the former is a concept greater than 















acknowledged that Nanyin have wukongguan, sikongguan, wukongsiqaguan and 
Beisiguan. Different guanmen and different modes of ancient Chinese music makes 
musical sound with different array. Secondly, the music instruments of Nanyin is long 
standing and well established, various main musical instruments retain their own 
characteristic, and then incorporate things of diverse nature with many kinds of 
outside culture, arrive at the most enjoyable stage. Moreover, the mode of Nanyin is 
characterized by multiplicity and uniqueness, which is the key to comprehend 
scientific and technological thought of Nanyin too. 
While from microcosmic point, as a kind of local knowledge, Nanyin is 
condensed from social thought of its origin and disseminating places. This is due to its 
knowledge of local specialty and attribute. On one hand, she is regarded as general 
knowledge of the cultural system; On the other hand, as an art of the cultural system, 
in the reflection of light and setting off of the Liyue symbol of the gift, its core and 
glamour can appear satisfactorily. Its scientific and technological thought and 
dissemination have widened internal outlook of culture holders, its research benefits 
for researcher's application of local knowledge at first; conversely, the concrete local 
knowledge has strengthened people's understanding of human scientific and 
technological thought too, thus initiate further thinking. Which serve as the great 
significance of the local knowledge to the modern thought and the unique contribution 
to culture. 
In a word, the unique glamour of Quanzhou Nanyin fully proves that it is the 
valuable creation from this regional people. Based on tradition, these creations accord 
with the culture of this area and social characteristic. Its criterion and value have been 
handed down from generation to generation by Nanyin people’s thorough 
appreciation, then become the source among this clan inspiration and culture 
exchange. Meanwhile, she plays a role in confirming this clan and community's 
cultural characteristic of culture as condensing nationality and way of the community, 
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